ShareLink Pro 500 is a Wireless and Wired Collaboration Gateway that enables anyone to present content onto a display for easy collaboration. Its professional capabilities provide easy integration of AV and mobile devices into meeting, huddle, collaboration, and presentation spaces.

- Wirelessly share content from mobile devices
- Wireless and wired sources can collaborate simultaneously
- Supports Mac® and Windows® computers as well as Apple® and Android™ tablets and smartphones
- Dedicated app provides consistent user experience across platforms
The ShareLink Pro 500 supports both mobile and wired AV devices for easy collaboration. It can simultaneously present up to four pieces of content. Wireless devices connect to ShareLink Pro with user-friendly software for Mac® and Windows® computers as well as Apple® and Android™ tablets and smartphones. Connect wired sources such as a laptop computer to the HDMI input. With ShareLink Pro, wireless and wired users can collaborate together, sharing content from both wired and wireless devices on the room’s display at the same time. Organizations can also use the HDMI input for guest access, eliminating the need to provide wireless access to their internal secure network systems. The wired connection can also serve as a backup connection when wireless systems are down, ensuring reliable sharing at all times.

Fixed sources such as a dedicated computer, document camera, or AV switcher can also connect to the ShareLink Pro 500 via the HDMI input connection. In addition, a dedicated computer running unified communications software such as Zoom or Skype for Business makes the space accessible for both local and remote collaboration.

**KEY FEATURES**

- Provides full screen mirroring for all devices
- View up to four pieces of content simultaneously from any connected user
- HDMI output supports computer and video resolutions up to 4K
- Collaboration mode allows any attendee to display content and control the presentation
- Moderator mode ensures only approved users’ content is displayed
- 128-bit data encryption
- Fully customizable welcome screen
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